
ONLINE STYLING SERVICES 
+ 

FURNITURE SELECTION

Dot + Pop
Interiors



Thank you for considering our online styling services and

furniture selection.

We understand that finding the perfect pieces for your home

can be a daunting task. That's why we're here to make the

process seamless and enjoyable for you.

WELCOME



DESIGN
PROCESS

At Dot + Pop, we follow a

comprehensive design process

to ensure that we deliver

exceptional results and create

spaces that truly reflect your

vision and style. Our design

process typically consists of the

following stages:



INITIAL CONSULTATION

We begin by scheduling a virtual consultation either via email or

zoom to understand your style preferences, budget, and specific

requirements. This helps us create a tailored design plan that aligns

with your vision.

ONE

Based on the consultation, we will present you with a comprehensive

design proposal. This will include mood boards, color schemes,

furniture options, and suggested layouts, all curated to suit your

unique taste and lifestyle.

DESIGN PROPOSAL
TWO

We value your input throughout the process. We encourage you to

provide feedback and share any specific ideas or inspirations you may

have. This collaboration ensures that the final design reflects your

personal style and preferences

COLLABORATION
THREE

DESIGN PROCESS



FURNITURE SELECTION

Once the design proposal is approved, we will assist you in

selecting furniture and decor items that perfectly complement the

design concept. We have a wide network of trusted suppliers and

retailers, ensuring access to a diverse range of high-quality options.

FOUR

Once the furniture and decor selections are finalised, we can handle

the ordering process on your behalf if you require. We coordinate

with suppliers to ensure timely delivery to your doorstep. Rest

assured, we prioritise quality and strive to provide you with the best

value for your investment.

ORDERING & DELIVERY
FIVE

DESIGN PROCESS



WHAT TO EXPECT

- Personalised Design: Our online styling and furniture selection

services are tailored to your unique style and preferences. We aim

to create a home that reflects your personality and meets your

functional needs.

- Convenience: Our online approach allows you to access our

services from the comfort of your home, saving you time and effort.

We provide a seamless virtual experience, ensuring a hassle-free

process.

- Expert Guidance: As experienced interior designers, we bring our

expertise and knowledge to guide you through the design process.

We stay updated with the latest trends and design techniques,

ensuring your space is both stylish and functional.

- Transparent Communication: We maintain open and transparent

communication throughout the project. You can expect prompt

responses to your queries and regular updates on the progress of

your design.

- Budget-Friendly: Our online services offer cost-effective solutions

without compromising on quality. We work within your budget to

curate a design that meets your financial goals.



PRICING

PER ROOM
Our per room package offers a convenient and transparent pricing

structure. With a set fee, we provide furniture and decor selections

for specific rooms in your home. The cost of this package depends

on the furniture required, which is determined during the initial

consultation. Prices starting from $450.

Included in Option 1:

- Furniture and decor selections for the designated room

- Two revisions to ensure the design meets your expectations

- Personalised design proposal, including mood boards, color

schemes, and suggested layouts

OPTION 1

HOURLY RATE
For clients who prefer a more flexible approach, we offer an hourly

rate package. This package is charged at $100 per hour and can be

used for single or multiple spaces within your home. The scope of

work and estimated hours will be delivered to you prior to

commencing the project, after the initial consultation.

Included in Option 2:

- Hourly design services at a rate of $100 per hour

- Unlimited revisions to refine the design to your satisfaction

- Personalised design proposal, including mood boards, color

schemes, and suggested layouts

OPTION 2



THANK YOU

WE ARE EXCITED TO EMBARK ON THIS DESIGN JOURNEY

WITH YOU! 

CONTACT US TODAY TO SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION

AND LET US TRANSFORM YOUR LIVING SPACES INTO A

HAVEN OF STYLE AND COMFORT.

WWW.DOTANDPOP.COM.AU

INFO@DOTANDPOP.COM.AU


